Our story
We are a Dutch-based home
decoration company established
in the start of 2020 that has a
passion for and knowledge of
home decoration and accessories.
We bring something new to the
market to enrich someone's
feeling at home by combining
originality, good design and
quality for a relatively low price.
The design that we use is based
on the Dutch culture. Besides, we
carefully choose our material. For
our products, Acacia and Mango
wood is used. When it comes to
strength, it is equal to tropical
hardwood. However, this type of
wood is more sustainable.
Furthermore, our wood is FSCmarked which means that for
every tree that is cut down, a new
one is planted. Finally, we make
sure the workers in the factory
are treated ethically..

Who we are

We are Parth Goel (left) and Jaimy
Polhuis (right), 2 students of Business
Administration at the University of
Amsterdam with a passion for home
decoration. We bring together the
Indonesian and Dutch culture in a
company that stands for transparency,
quality and design. We have been
providing unique products with a nice
story since the beginning of 2020.

What we provide
for you

Handmade
Products

Ethically
Sourced

Value and
Inspiration

All the products are
made by the masters
with perfection. We
at Deco Heart
believe in making
the best use of our
resources and that
justice can be done
when a craftsman
makes an art
and not a product.
The final detail to
make your home
cozy!

We aid to make our
products sustainable
as much as possible.
The supplier we work
with uses the most
modern techniques
and focusses on
Research and
Development which
helps them know the
advanced practices to
make the product
sustainable and
convenient
for daily use.

We aim to add value
to our products by
creating a story
behind the products.
First of all, the design
of our product is
based on the Dutch
culture. Secondly, in
the process of
creating our products
we care about the
environment by
taking this in mind
when choosing our
material.

What makes us
special

Transparency

Quality

Design

We are happy to tell
you what is going
on in our company.
That is why we
share all
information about
the products,
materials and
production
processes with you.
In addition, there is
a QR code on the
packaging that you
can scan for more
information!

We are constantly
looking for the latest
trends and convert
them into the best
products. The
products last a long
time, so that you as a
customer have to buy
less and therefore less
need to be produced.
Plus, you can enjoy
the handmade
products for longer.

We supply unique
designs that fit in
almost any interior.
In addition, each
design has its own
interesting story.

Kitchenware

Azure Bowl
The Dutch inspired enamel is the new trend. The wooden bowl
shows a class of elegance and creates an impact wherever it is
placed. It could have many functions ranging from salad bowl and
fruit bowl to decorative object. The handmade quality of the bowl
makes each piece unique by itself.
The bowls come in three sizes.
Material: Mango wood decorated with enamel
Dimensions: D 20 x H 7 & D 28 x H 8 & D 14.5 x H 7.5 cm

Azure Serving Tray
A versatile tray with raised edges to keep your favorites handy and
safe. Easy to clean with a natural look finish. The utility of this
tray varies from a decorator to a tray to serve delicious food. The
use of Mango wood shows the strongness and reliability of the
product.
Material: Mango wood decorated with enamel
Dimensions: D 35 x H 5 cm

Azure Chopping Board
The high end cutting board with an enamel interior print on the
handle, that is handy to use for chopping or serving food.
However, we believe our customers are creative and can use this
product as a decorative good. Easy to clean and high durability
due to the use of our Acacia wood, which makes it one of our
premium products.
Material: Acacia wood decorated with enamel
Dimensions: L 52 x W 19 x H 1.5 cm

Azure Spoons
The enamel design creates a unique and is a symbol for the
Dutch Delftware. The spoons are meant to be functional as salad
servers, but can be used with any other function the customer
prefers. Made from Mango wood, which makes it strong and
reliable for long term purpose.
Material: Mango wood decorated with enamel
Dimensions: L 29 x W 6 x H 1.5 cm

Azure 2-Tier Stand
Our 2-tier serving stand is made of premium quality Acacia
wood and iron metal. The Delftware print on our handle
portrays the cultural significance and makes it a good fit for your
home. Perfect for grazing platters and entertaining or displaying
snacks, fruit and other treats for your guests.
Material: Acacia wood and iron metal decorated with enamel
Dimensions: H 40 x W 35 x D 31.5 cm

The Coil Collection
The title "Coil" is derived from the design of the metal in the
product. It is a beautiful handmade process that involves the
iron metal wires interconnecting and forming a product. Deco
Heart on the other hand is a story of two young guys bringing
handmade products by mixing and interconnecting two cultures
together and forming a product.

Wine Rack
The story behind our brand involves happiness and friendship
from our two co-founders. That's exactly what wine in literature
connotes. Wine is often a symbol of transformation and that is
exactly how this wine rack is made using the coil technique,
which makes each and every piece unique by itself and makes
the wine bottle looks more elite. This gives it the status it
deserves. Aivalable for 3 and for 6 bottles.
Material: Iron metal and Mango wood
Dimensions: L 21 x W 12 x H 21 cm

Bread Basket
Bread was considered to be the basis food in the early centuries. It
was recognized as the symbol of unity and is considered to be a
healthy diet. Our Coil collection bread basket, is the perfect fit to
keep your bread, because the basket makes the bread more
appealing and delicious to eat.
Material: Iron metal and Mango wood
Dimensions: L 34 x W 12 x H 7 cm

Storage Basket
Back in the old days, the vegetables and the fruits were only carried by hand or
in an unsustainable way by using a polybag. The new Coil collection storage
basket is the perfect fit for keeping your vegetables and fruits or any other
object you would like to store! The basket storage improves on the standard
wire basket by adding a sturdy wood bottom at the base, improving both the
function and aesthetics.
Material: Iron metal and Mango wood
Dimensions: L 35 x W 25 x H 18 cm

The Semi Wall Shelf
The design of the semi wall shelf is inspired by the famous bridges over the
Dutch canals. The design portrays minimalism with the minimalist use of
resources. The new coil collection wall shelf is the perfect fit to store your
favorite books, decorative and much more. The metal and wood
combination portrays Deco Heart’s origin and the wood gives a steady base
to the object that is kept on the shelf.
Material: Iron metal and Mango wood
Dimensions: L 30 x W 10 x H 18 cm

The Round Wall Shelves
The round wall shelves have 2 levels of storage space for your books, flower
pots, cd-case, etc. The design is modern and defines a pattern. The metal and
wood combination portrays Deco Heart’s origin and also the wood gives a
steady base to the object that is kept on the shelf.
Material: Iron metal and Mango wood
Dimensions: Small - L 29 x W 9.5 x H 29 cm
Large - L 31.5 x W 11.5 x H 31.5 cm

The Hexagon Wall Shelf
The hexagonal wall shelf with wood base has a name that is derived from the
shape of the product. Easy to assemble and a modern design to keep your
favorite article. The metal and wood combination portrays Deco Heart’s
origin and also the wood gives a steady base to the object that is kept on the
shelf.
Material: Iron metal and Mango wood
Dimensions: L 35 x W 10 x H 31 cm

The Rattan Collection
Rattan is a naturally renewable palm that is sustainable and is
eco-friendly. We at Deco heart believe in operating under the
same story of using eco-friendly and sustainable resources. All
the rattan products are made by the local masters by combining
the rattan with our FSC wood which gives our product a
complete new look.

The Rattan Chopping Board
The rattan and wood chopping board is handy to use for chopping or
serving food.
The design of the handle gives a steady base to hold the chopping board. We
believe our customers are creative and can use this product as a decorative
good. Easy to clean and high durability due to the use of our Acacia wood,
which makes it one of our premium products.
Material: Rattan and Acacia wood
Dimensions: L 36.5 x W 22 x H 1.5 cm

The Rattan Serving Tray
The rattan wood serving tray with carve finish is designed with aesthetic and
minimalist use of wood and rattan. The handles are covered with the rattan
materialand it is the perfect tray to serve snacks. You can use it on for
example the kitchen counter.It can also be used as a platter and even as a
decorative piece in your living room.
Material: Rattan and Acacia wood
Dimensions: L 35 x W 25 x H 5.5 cm

The Rattan Bowl With Spoons
The rattan bowl with spoons shows a class of elegance and creates an impact
wherever it is placed. It could have many functions ranging from salad bowl
and fruit bowl to decorative object. The handmade quality of the bowl makes
each piece unique by itself. Both the spoons and the bowl is skinned with the
rattan material giving it the perfect combination to use them at your home.
Material: Rattan and Acacia wood
Dimensions: Bowl - L 22.5 x W 22 x H 11.5 cm
Spoons - L 30 x W 6 x H 1.5 cm

www.decoheart.nl

